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Many Preachers Benson Returns
Have Regular From ·Business Trip
Appointments

President George S. Benson returned
to the campus Friday after a five-day
business tour.

Forty-two of the student preachers
and teachers of Harding have regular
preaching appoinments with various
churches over this state and Missouri.
The ministers and their appointments
are as follows: Thurman Healy preaches
at Griffithville every second and fourth
Sunday; Elmo Franklin goes to Thayer,
Dean Sears
Missouri, every Sunday.
preaches at Melbourne and LaCross
every first Sunday, the Harding congregation the second Sunda~. Calico Ro(k
the third Sunday and Swifton every
fourth Sunday; every third Sunday
Royce Blackburn preaches to the con- ,
gregation at Brushy.
Everett Huffard goes to Brinkley O'l
the first Sunday, Cave City the second
and Naylor, Missouri, the third Sunday;
every fourth Sunday, alternate second
and third Sundays, Bill Harris preache~
at Harrisburg, and he preaches at Lynn
every first Sunday; Clinton Elliott goe.~
to Beebe every Sunday and Sidney
Roper goes to Wynne every Sunday.
Bob Rolland preaches every third Sunday to the congregation at Corning.
On the third Sunday, Monroe Hawley
preaches at Norfork and Derrel Starling at Culpepper; every Sunday, F. W.
Mattox goes . to Judsonia, Clay Calloway
to Bald Knob and Boyd Lowe works
with the negro congregation in Searcy.
Professor J. L. Dykes preaches at
Crosby on the second Sundays, Holly
Springs the third and Letona on the
fourth and Professor Edwin Hughes
goes to Clinton every ·Sunday and to
Culpepper Mt. on the first Sunday
afternoon and to Crabtree . the third
Sunday afternoon.
Leroy Cowan preaches at Heber
Springs on the second Sundays; 0. R.
Perkins goes to DuVall the second and
fourth
Sundays;
Forrest
Magness
preaches at Oil Trough the first and
third Sundays and Wyatt Sawyer
Continued on Page 4

THIS WEEK'S
~UES'T'ION
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE C 0 LUM N IN THE
BISON?
Rubye Milligan: "This Week's Question" because it reaches so many more
people than the other columns.
Bob Helsten: The fifth.
Jackie Hyde: I read the "Question"
first, then Dear Angus.
Bob Hawkins:
I usually read
"'Round Here" first, so I guess that's
it.
Ralph Noffsinger: Dale Larsen's
"Spirit of Christ."
Mildred Chapman: "Dear Angus,"
of course.
Keith Swim: I like personal columns.
Therefore, my favorite is "This Week's
Question."
Doris Pogue: Sallie's "Round Here."
John Cannon: Lawyer's column on
sports-"Looking em Over."
Mildred Minor: I have rwo favorites, "This Week's Question" and
" 'Round Here."
Polly Box: I'm not really quite sure,
but I guess it is " 'Round Here."
Clinton Elliot: "In My Opinion"
first, then the religious columns.
Bill Harris: I think "In My Opinion"
rates first with me.
Freddie Smith: The sport columns,
especially "Looking 'em Over."
Opal Shaffer: " 'Round Here" comes
first, then "This Week's Question."
Douglas Gunselman: The editorials
because they are not supposed to agree
with what someone thinks.
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Mabel Ford: "This Week's Question"
and " 'Round Here."

.
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Dr. Benson left on this trip Sunday.
He spoke to the assembly of Oklahoma
State Teachers College, Alva, Oklahoma,
on "Oriental Customs and Manners"
Tuesday morning. That afternoon he
lectured to Alva high school student
body, his subject was "Eleven Years in
China." "Planning for Post-War Prosperity" was the subject of his address at
the annual Alva chamber of commerce
banquet held Tuesday night.
Dr. Benson addressed the 68th installation banquet of the St. Louis Real
Estate Exchange, St. Louis, Mo. His
subject was "'The Preservation of the
American Private Enterprise System."
President Benson then went to Chicago,
Illinois, on business.
_
He will speak to classroom teachers
of greater Little Rock this week on
"Federal Aid for Education."
---0-

Big Snow
Inspires Writer
By ROBERT L. HELSTEN
(Editor's Note: This article was written for the amusement of the writer
and the reader. There is no truth in
the story except that it did snow here.)
What is quie so beauiful as snow?
·The dirty ground is covered with an
immaculate cover of white; the trees,
1aden with their pack, bow low; icicles
glisten like daggers from the eaves. It
is all so beautiful-when-sock-0! ! A
snowball klunks you right in the back
of the cranium, knocking you senseless.
Then a horde of barbaric ruffians
pounce upon you and with fiendish delight roll you into that beautiful but oh
so cold snow. After forcing between
skin and garments all the snow that
said skin and garments can hold, this
mob, which would make Fauntleroys
out of the Huns and Jutes, moves on to
some other innocent, defenseless individual. Oh, man's inhumanity to man!
Now, there's nothing new about
snow. It has presumably occurred from
the conception of the earth. However,
from the way it was received, one might
suspect that Harding students discovered it (I did, down my bade). It delighted the Yankees; it made the
Canadians yearn for the Maple Leaf;
Californians and Floridians found it intriguing; all enjoyed it (more or less).
All this fuss over a measly seven iaches
of frozen water.
•
However, there were some interesting
experiences. At the time when the
snow was drifting, Brother Mattox tied
his hound dog to what he thought was
a stump. Coming back he found that
the snow had drifted and in reality the
dog was perched upon the top of a
telephone pole. No one knows how to
get him back down so we may have to
wait until the flood waters facilitate
matters.
And then there was the student that
thought snow was an example of hard
water.
With the man shortage and a' that
snowmen were quite popular. After the
girls made one they would stand
around them and sigh, "Boy, if that guy
could only walk." Then a few would
swoon.
The snowman proposition, however,
soon reached a morbid state of affairs.
It was found that some of the faculty
members were being used as the core of
the snowmen. The administration says
that these practices ·must cease as faculty members are getting difficult to
replace. Well, the snow is just about
all gone now. Only an occasional black
eye or a case of pneumonia remains to
remind us of the glory that once was.
It was all so much fun (sort of).

Ex-studen_t-Writes from England
(Editor's Note: The "following letter
is from Sgt. Thomas Adrian Formby,
who is now stationed in England. He
was drafted into the army January 14,
1943. While at Harding he was an
outstanding student. He was a junior,
a member of Who's Who, glee club,
chorus, and T.N.T. social club. The
letters are addressed to Mrs. F. W.
Mattox, sister of Adrian.)
December 26, 1943
Boxing Day-England
My Dearest Sister,
Of all the places to be right now,
I'm sitting in an old inn in Stratford
upon Avon. The old inn dates clear
back to the days of Sh"a:kespeare.
There are murals painted on the walls
that have been proven to have been
painted in 1560 A. I'. They are insured, I've been told, for an enormous
amount. Well, in order to make my
letter more interesing, I'll start from
the beginning and tell you all about
my holiday in Stratford upon Avon.
McKnight and I came together into
Stratford to spend the Christmas season.
We had a very nice room in the Virginia Guest House.
On Christmas
evening, we had tea at the Ole William
and Mary Hotel ( 1640 ) . There we
found ourselves in tthe midst of a
typical English Christmas party:
As
the hostess cut he large Chrismas cake,
everyone gathered around and quoted
Robert Burns and made a wish while
the knife cut through all the tasty
nuts, currants, dates, etc. I really did
not get on to what it was all about
but I thoroughly enjoyed the locai
color.

FIFTY-NINE ENTER
SPEECH FESTIVAL
Registration for the third annual
speech festival closed last Friday afternoon at six o'clock with 59 students
registering. Over ~ix hundred individu~ entries have been made. Mrs.
Armstrong is now scheduling the
events for the entire festival.
The first events to be run off will
be a number of he extemporaneous
ones. The regular five-point grade
scale will be used. Velvet ribbons
will be given again this year. A blue
one will represent superior work· white
excellent, and a red one good. 'Speciai
awards will be given in the various
fields.
The sermonette entry will start
Monday night, January 24, at the regular Monday night meeting. This event
proved to be one of the most popular
last year. The first speakers in this
group will be T. Coy Porter, Clinton
Rutherford, Elmo Franklin, Wyatt
Sawyer, Cl~vis Crawford, Lucien Bagnetto, and Forest Magness.
Other events will be posted from
time to time. ·Mrs. Armstrong hopes
to have most of the events completed
by the end of this term.
--.--.--0----

Ministerial Students
Go To Religious Lectures
Marvin Howell and Billy Harris,
ministerial students in Harding, left
Saturday morning to attend the lecture
program on religious subjects being
held at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tennessee.
Lectures began
Tuesday, January 11, and will continue
through January 18.
Freed-Hardeman gives these short
courses annually for ministers and all
others interested in religious work.
Some of the subjects to be discussed are,
"Training Young Preachers," "Evils of
Majority Rule," "Modern Cults," and
"Church Finances."
In addition to
these talks they will be invited to at·
tend daily Bible lessons taught by H.
Leo Boles, N. B. Hardeman, L. L.
Brigance, and W. C. Hall.

We ate our Christmas dinner at the
Red Cross .and met some very charming
ladies from the states. After dinner, a
Sgt. Treadwell from Memphis asked
Mac and me if we would go with a
group of about 15 on a caroling party.
As we had nothing planned for the
evening, we accepted.
We all piled into a G. I. truck and
started out at 7: 30. During the evening, each of the Red Cross women
were with us for a while. We sang at
about seven different places; three of
which proved to be very interesting.·
The next place was the home of a
wealthy English doctor, who had married an American widow five years
ago. When we had finished singing,
she very graciously invited us in. The
home was lovely and very extravagant.
The lady was a perfect image of Billie
Burke. She had on a red evening
gown, a beautiful diamond · bracelet
from which fell yards of red silk handkerchief. She had the same short
blonde hair and blue eyes that are so
characteristic of Burke. Five years of
exposure to her husband's speech had
really done wonders to her speech and
she gushed forth with it at the slightest encouragement. She had rwo very
lovely daughters - the best looking
I've seen on this isle-suppose it was
because of their American father and
American birth. They served beer and
apples on beautiful silver service which
cost many a pound. After signing her
guest book, we hastened to our next
victim.
Continued on Page. 3

'Round Here
By SALLY AMMERMAN
Butch Barker was accompanying
Buddy Vaughn at his voice lesson. They
came to the word "maestoso," a term
meaning majestically.
Mrs. Jewell
asked them what this word meant.
They looked at the word a minute then
Buddy patted himself on the chest and
said, "Maestoso, that's me--that's me."
"Oh," said Butch, "maestoso means
slow then."
--<>-Mystery! Intrigue and stuff. Presenting the case of thhe missing butter
brush! Our scene is laid in- the kitchen.
The narrative concerns the brush used
to butter toast, which unexplainably
disappeared during Christmas holidays.
The kitchen force was frantic. Every
nook and cranny was scoured but to no
avail. The brush was not to be found.
Who would commit such a heinous
crime? Why would anybody want an
innocent little butter brush?
'Twas
not valuable to anyone but the toast
butterers.
But now 'tis time for the solution.
Weary and dejected after the fruitless
search, detective Ma Chandler went
into her office and slumped into a
chair. What? Could it be true? Yes,
before her eyes lay the butter brush.
The guilty party was Joe Cannon. Motive--not knowing the office of the
lowly butter brush, Joe decided that it
would make an excelleot paint brush
and went to work with it.
Moral-which had you rather do or
ride a bicycle?
-0--

A group of girls on the way to
prayer meeting were just gabbing about
things in general. As they passed a
church, Nelda Chesshire said, "Why I
never did notice that before."
Then she happened to glance up and
see a big yellow disc in the sky. She
·
Continued on Page 4
Marvin Howell, who attended FreedHardeman in the spring term of last
year, was a member of the Phi Kappa
Alpha, Preachers Club, and Tennis
Club.

KELLUM TO SPEAK
As announced in last week's Bison
Miss Vivian Kellum, one cf America's foremost business women and
an excellent lecturer, will address
faculty, students and friends in the
college auditorium Thursday ni5ht at
8 o'clock. All are urged to attend.

Motion Picture
Not Shown

The showing of films as announced
in last week's Bison has been cancelled,
the administration announced Saturday.
The plan did not materialize; accordingly no films were shown. The administration released .the following announcement :
" For some years educational
have been shown at intervals,
Dean L. C. Sears returned from a
classes or in the assembly hall. From
conference held in Cincmnati, Onio. '
that there grew discussions about hav·
This meeung was a comoination of
ing pictures for entertair.ment. There
four ditterent groups-nauonal conferare always 'some in the student body,
ence of the Church related colleges, of
as there are in every student body, who
the Council board of bd.ucauon, ot the
attend picture shows in town. Even
Amencan Association fo Jumor Colthough many of the shows attended
leges, and of the ,Association of the
are not elevating, little can be done to
Amencan Colleges.
get a better selection.
Accordingly
The general theme carried out
there wer many who thought, since
throughout the meeting was the conthe college has eqqipment for showing
tribuion of Christian higher education
educational films , that a far better cla_,s
to lasting peace and democracy. The
of entertainment films could be selected,
meetmg lasted through five days but
and shown for those who choose to
the climax of the entire session came
attend picture shows. The final deciwhen Viscount Halifax, Chancellor of
sion, however, is not to undertake ' to
the University of Oxford and the Amdo so.
bassador of Great Britain, spoke at a
"The managem ent of Harding Coldinner last Thursday evening on the
lege discourages picture show going,
subject of the general theme.
Dean Sears stated that the meeting because of the questionable quality of
considered a variety of problems con- so many shows. There are many stunected with colleges and the education dents who have always attended before
of returning soldiers and how changes coming to Harding, who insist upon
attending here, and who in a small
might be necessary to make because of
town like Searcy have but little choice
the war conditions. The general feelof pictures. The theater manager, as
ing throughout the meeting by tho~e
It is
of the non-church related group was elsewhere does the choosing.
hoped
some
plan
to
improve
the
situathat the Church colleges have the important part because they are prepared tion may yet be found ."
to give a training in religion and character that other institutions are not
capable of giving.
Mr. T. M. Bowden, president of
Creighton University, emphasized the
need of high school and elementary inThere is still time to take those picstitutions as well as colleges under retures
and enter the snapshot contest,
ligious supervmon.
Lord Halifax
since the deadline has been moved to
placed the cue to lasting world peace
Friday, January 2 1.
Take anything
in the hands of higher education. He
representative of Harding - on the
stated that it was his conviction that it
will be through the establishment of campus, on an outing, on the farm , in
democratic ideals in Germany to replace the laundry, in the inn, or anywhere.
Nazi ideals that lasting peace can come Just as a reminder, here are the rules
and the task of changing the ideals of again:
the German people rests upon educa1. Each contestant must turn in a.
tion.
total of at least eight pictures to be
Other speakers emphasized the need eligible.
of immediate survey of each commu2. The contest is open to all high
nity and state to see the needs of in- school and college students.
dustry, business, education and all
3. The Petit Jean staff reserves the
other fields and of setting up for the right to use a picture turned in even
returning soldiers a guidance of educa- though it is not among the winners.
tion program which will fit them for
4. In case of a tie the contestant
the various openings.
who turns in the largest number of
Over five thousand soldiers are being snapshots wins.
released monthly now. This is expected
5. The decision of the judges will
to increase rapidly and with the exbe final.
pected victory of the European conflict
the country will face an acute unemThe contest closes at six o'clock
ployment crisis which the schools can p. m . January .21.
7. Send all picmres to Box 11,
assist in meeting. But, as Dean Sears
stated that one of the speakers pointed campus mail with SENDER'S RETURN
out, the problem is expected to call ADDRESS.
for cooperaion of all civic groups.
FIRST PRIZE: A full evening's e~
The combined groups adopted five tertainment for the winner and his best
aims and objectives. They were to girl friend (or boy friend), including
awaken the entire public to the convic- being chauffered downtown, chicken or
tion that religion is essential to a com- steak dinner at the Mayfair hotel with
plete education and that education is all the trimmings, chauffered to the
necessary to the achievement of the show and chauffered home again.
Christian program, to emphasize the
SECOND PRIZE : Two-dollar payplace of Christian education in a
ment on a 1944 annual.
democracy, to guide programs for the
THIRD PRIZE: One-dollar payment
religious development of students in all
on an annual.
institutions of higher education, to
About 220 students and 13 teachers
strengthen the sense of mutual obligation between colleges and their related have already reserved their Petit Jeans
churches, and to coordinate denomina- but there's still time ~ the -deadline
tional efforts in the field of Christian doesn't come up until January 21.
Business Manager Margaret Ridley stathigher education.
This was the thirty-third annual ed: "This past week reservations have
meeting of the Council of Church come i n pretty good, but next week let's
Boards of Education and the tenth an- really push them over the top."

SEARS REPORTS
ON CONFERENCE

Contest Deadline
Postponed to Friday

0

nual ·meeting of the national conference
of church-related colleges. The public
was invited to any of the meetings except where the session was business
emly.

So if a senior meets you in the same
hall a dozen times with the same little
green book and that same look in his
eye, you might as well come on and
pay up .

JANU,AR Y 18, 19.4;4
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Dear Editor,
Being permitted to attend Harding
for almost six years, including one year
in grammar school, all of high school
and now finishing my second year in
college, and living in the dorm as my
home, this, in my opinion is the sweetest way to have lived my school days.
Where except at Harding could I, or
any girl, find a better opportunity of
making friendships and of being of
service to others and learning to get
along with them.
The association with so many girls
from different sections of the country
broadens one's outlook and helps one
to appreciate people more. The value
of this is much greater since those with
whom I associate are Christians.

thinks of you. Take Christ for your
model. Consider if you are following
His example, and walking in His steps.
Do you watch over your spirit when
suffering unkindness from those who
should be tender and thoughtful of
you? can: you forgive and return good
for evil if others are provoking? If
you are thus influenced by the religion
of Christ, your example will have a
saving influence on those around you.
They will 1mbibe. th~ same spirit and
will walk with you in love, not only
through one day, but through the whole
of life.-The Christian Era.

ALC;fMJY,Lf:SJJSJES
J
'---------Pvt. Ray Tillman is stationed at
Shepard Field, Texas, where he is training as a tail gunner and ratlio operator.
Ray attended Harding in 1942 and '43.
He went into the service in July of
1943 and was stationed at Camp Walters, Texas, unil he was transferred to
Shepard Field. His present address is:
Pvt. Kenneth R. Tillman; A.S.N.
.18219652; 601 Training Group; Flight
271, Shepard Field, Texas. Ray was a
member of the Koinonia Club.

Dear Angus

·STUDY MORE!

A second reason why we do not study more is that many of us
have the idea that the value . in curricular work lies in the grades
received and not in what is learned. So may students m every
school yearn for high grades but care little for learning. Such students have the philosophy that the things worth most in life are the
external appearance and suggestion of success. They do not strive
for success but for anything that will make them appear successful.
Such students often will not study as they should because they resort
to methods that will bring highest marks with the least studying
and learning. When we students have a burning desire to learn,
grades will usually take care of themselves.
The attitudes some college students have toward studying is
sometimes quite pitiful. - Some students who are considered good
students and who make high grades actually do not like to study.
They do not feel real joy in learning a new word, fact or idea.
Mental activity bores them but they do it because of some pressure
social, parental, economic, etc. Since they are mentally lazy they use
their minds on studies as little as possible, and on nothing else if they
can help it. Expending mental energy is a drudgery to them. So
many' students have not learned that studying can be very enjoyable.
Certainly it is time for many of us to learn to1 study and to like
it. Unfortunately many have not learned to study and to like and
some probably ns:ver will. But effort put forth now will mean a lot.
The night before tests is too late to learn mu.ch.

With This Editor
It is remarkable what students will do if they want to study. MadaJ'!.l
Curie as a young ~olish scientist in Paris would loose herself in her technical
studies when the temperature in her shabby room was near freezing. Pasteur
would do the same thing during his school clays. Because he couldn't afford a
fire all of the time Beethoven composed in woolen mittens.
Here on the campus some of the students have practiced some good things
in order to get to study. Some. have had regul~r study hours when they wouldn't
allow others to bother them. · Two boys would lock their door during certain
hours and refuse to answer the door when ordiinary visitors knocked-they got
to study a lot, too. Other students get to where they admire the one who will
stick to his le~sons when he should.

~µirit

nf
Qiqriat
By DALE LARSEN
(Taken from "The Christian Era")
Begin the day with meditation and
prayer. Acknowledge your allegiance
to God as the sovereign of your life,
the consecration of yourself to His
service, resolving to do and to suffer
His whole will. Pray earnestly, submissively, expecting a sure answer.
Strive to realize God's constant presence, walk with your hand in His,
your eyes fixed upon Him. Think
often of Him, do nothing, think nothing, say nothing displeasing to Him.
You need not cry very loud; He is
nearer than you think. Lean, in all
hours of weakness, on His strength; in
love. Be on your guard during the
day. Speak kindly to all, and evil to
none. Avoid all gossip. Be contented,
patient, d1eerful. Remember your own
faults and do not complain to others.
In solitude, guard your thol.}ghts; in
society, your tongue. At home, control
a disposition to anger, so that all may
go to you in rouble, with the certainty
of help and comfort. Spend half an
hour every morning and evening in
meditation and prayer. Consider 10
what direction your thoughts usually
run, what chiefiy occupies them. At
night, consider if you have adhered to
the resolutions of the morning. It matters not what men think of you, but it
is of the greatest importance what God

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hawkins
announced the arrival of a son, Raymond Anthony, January 10, 1944. Mrs.
Hawkins, formerly Miss Imogene Nicholas, is at her home in Strawberry,
Arkansas. Her husband is in the Navy
in Pensacola, Florida.
Imogene attended Harding in 1941,
'42 and '43. She was a member of
the W. H. C. Club and a runner-up
for May Queen 1ast year.

Ah, but what breathing individual is exposed to a more miserable life than
the
humble
newspaper columnist. He invariably ·feels more like a. fifth c9lumnist
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Frank Rhodes, Jr .,
I have learned in my years here · to than one who engages in a heroic struggle to satisfy the public and especially
the great, looming and masterful--editor.
He is constantly exposed to
understand the different types of perS idn ey R oper, circulation manager; Ha rriett Lawi·ence, secretary; Bonthe sheer cruelty of a merciless world. Whether ·he is the one whose pen dripsonalities
that
various
friends
have
and
ni 0 Bergn er, socie ty edito r; Virgil J_.awyer, sports editor.
pings supply a weekly or a daily column, he still takes priceless risks with his
have learned that one must share with
others that which he has. I recall to reputation and fortune. If there's a banker's meeting, a fishing cruise, or a
Cv L!JM: X I S T S : Sall y Ammerman, .Joyce Blackburn, :;\lilt11'ed Ch a.pma n,
my mind also the ·pleasant little chats trivial affair like the sophomore-senior basketball game, he must remain behind
F nye tta Colema n, Ell a Le e Jt'reed , Dale La i·son, Virgi nia Lee, Claudia Ruth
that we girls have had with each other, for the sole purpose of preparing his column for the brutal attack of the censor.
Pruett.
the· Saturday nights when we turned
Yes, he wa~ surely a deceitful optimist who wrote, "Every rose has its
the dorm into a beauty parlor for all thorn." Every rose has its dozen or more thorns.
HEPO R'l' E R S : Mar jorie Alexander, .l ose ph Ca nnon. Yi'eld on Ca sey ,
the girls to get their hair fixed for SunReally, Angus, I had no intention of making this such a wordy, philosophical
Bonnie Sue Cha ndler, L oyd Collier, Dorothy Davidson, Robert Helsten,
day and then the nights we spent to- epistle. My stubborn pen invariably flows at random. Obviously,--did you say?
Marvin Howell, E verette Maxwell, Mildred Minor, Doris P ogue, Ca,rmen
gether with the honorable intention of
Tonight practically everyone is at the gym watching the current crop of
Price, Eugenia Stov er , Delilah Tranum, Julia Tranum, Colis Campbell.
sleeping but in reality talked all of the basketball stars exhibit their vitality and accuracy. The dormitory is in
night and part of the morning. utter stillness. Faintly, I hear the boosting screams from the ball game. There
is a feeling of deep saatisfaction witthin me. I almost begin to gloat over the
As the students enter and pass
fact that I am utilizing my time so wisely while others ignorantly waste precious
through the portals of our coll~ge, I hours at ball games, Why, my column is written, history and Spanish studied
feel as though more sisters are arriving and-. Someone enters the room and suddenly I am conscious of vicious shakes.
to take the place of those who have Oh misery, misery! How terrible to raise my weary head to see the familiar
Why is it that we do not study more? This question is ·certainly gone on. One big family it is, but roommate who says that my industrious achievements were all a dream. My
column, still unwritten, was due three hours ago and each lesson is a complete
a. fair one; it seems that we all realize that most of us do not study each of us play a much more important mystery. ~ But worst of all, dear Angus, I missed the sophomore-senior ball game.
enoug_h. Very few if any think that they give enough attention to role than we probably will ever realize.
The following bit of poetry, if it may be called such, is entitled "It Never
studies . But why is not more study1ng done? A partial answeri_ng
Friends - sisters _,.. books - work Fails."
On this spot
of this question will perhaps help a lot of us study more.
- play - God - all of these and
A fly did sit
With a swat
First if it is apparent that most of us have put our studies on a more pass swiftly through my mind
This fly I hit.
par below many other activities, we obviously do not value our when I think. of Harding and all it
represents. May all of these things reschool courses as highly as we do some other things which are not
Now he's gone
nearly so impo.r tant. In theory a high value is placed upon studies.; main sweet and dear to us all of our
As most flies go
lives.
but in action we too often place a very low value on studies. It is not
To buzz right on
Bonnie Sue Chandler.
The so an' so.
uncommon for a .student to loaf away time that should be spent in

preparing a lesson. Some spend too much time and energy on recreation and entertainments, all because they do not properly appreciate
the value to be gained in their scholastic life. A long useless conversation is frequently preferred to study. When we boil the
situation down, it plainly appears that we have a wrong set of values.

Paul T. Kohler, S2-c, is stationed at
the U. S. Naval Training Station in
Sampson, New York, but expects to be
sent across soon. His present address
is: Paul T. Kohler S 2-c; 0.G.U.B. 10
L-49; U.S.N.T.S., Sampson, N. Y.

Dear me. The little things are so dreadfully evasive.
Dreams seem to be the vogue. Poor Ann Scarborough had a most uncanny
experience t'other morning about five o'clock. Her peaceful slumber was
abruptly disturbed with the horrifying kno:.,,,ledge that she was doubtlessly being
embalmed. Ann was so overcome with fright that she dashed out into the hall
and down to the Huletts' room where he remained until her usual '. hours of
arising-five minutes before eight o'clock class. Surely, this is the most amazing
"dreamt up" story yet,
.
.
Be writin' ya!
Yours truly,
Chap.

Bursar's children who are also alumni,
are now scattered about.
Chester Alvis Brown is now stationed
in San Diego, California, where he is
attending eight weeks of medical school.
After he finishes his school he wil1 go
into the hospital corps of the Marines.
Alvis attended Harding high school
two years before entering college. He
graduated with a B.S. degree from
Harding in 1942.
His present address is: Chester A.
Brown, H.A. le; Field Med. School Bn.,
Bks. 35; Camp Elliott; San Diego, 44,
California.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Clark are living
in Tampa, Florida, where Joe is working for the Atlantic Coast Lines and
also awaiting his call into the service.
Mrs. Clark, formerly Miss Dorothy
Brown, is doing the housewife duty
and also living in Tampa. Their address is Rt. 5, Box 620, Tampa, 4,
Florida.
Mary Brown, now Mrs. Raleigh
Sigler, is in Tyler, Texas. Her husband
is a sergeant and instructor at Camp
Fannin, Tyler, and Mary is assistant
manager of the P. X. at Camp Fannin.
Her address is 221 N. Center, Tyler,
Texas.

WITH OTHER COLLEGES
By ELLA LEE FREED

A Chinese naval unit has been established by the United States Navy at
Swarthmore, Pa. About 50 Chinese
cadets and officers spend most of their
time studying English and talking with
the American boys on the campus.

Dr. Raymond ]. Sontag from the
when they started on it last Tuesday University o{ California who spoke renight. "Pop, Goes the Weasel" provid- cently at a Western College Association
meeting stated that a new program has
ed lots of fun for everyone except Mr.
been brought to the Berkeley campus.
By FAYETTA COLEMAN
Kirk who could not be satisfied comInsead of · giving specialization in one
pletely with the "Pop". In the final
field, the trend is to give a practical
two weeks of rehearsal before the trip,
For your culural interest and im- Mr. Kirk announced that the practices working knowledge of a whole region
provement, allow us to recommend con- would be for those going and the neincluding history, economics, politics
. sistent following of reviews of current cessary optionals. Perhaps we'll get to and cultural elements.
books in both the "Time Magazine"
hear this group sing before the lecture
"If I could be your guiding light
and "The New Yorker Magazine." All Thursday night.
And be around you day and night,
of us should keep up with current
"Arsenic and Old Lace," the murderAnd never let you from my sight,
trends in thought through newly pubful comedy that had an extensive run
Do you think you could stand it? ·
lished books, but we have little time to
on Broadway, is returning to Little
-The Optimist.
read all; from reliable reviews we can
Rock on February 1. It was in Little
gain a resume of he books in the light Rock last year, but this year's cast will
In a current magazine an account is
of the author's environment and per- feamre Bela Lugosi in the role that given of how Princeton University
sonal philosophy. While you're in Boris Karloff played . in the screen vermakes a gift of three books to any of its
"Time" don't neglect the consistent reformer
students who enter the armed
sion. Tiiose of us who saw it will reporting of latest and iJllpOrtant events
member the play .as we gave it last services. A list of about 70 is sent to
in theatre, science, art, music, radio and year; perhaps none of the cast will ever
each for the three desired to be
press under those titles.
receive an Academy Award for their checked.
In the above we do not intend to inperformance for that or any other piece
Also noted that in this war at least
fringe on our annual library story nor of acting, but for sheer fun and lots of
25 per cent of the army are high school
on the list of book selections of your
laughs that cast can have our meager
graduaes compared with only four per
favorite newspaper'. We have a ten- 'Oscai:'; singled out for _our unimportant
cent in the last war.
dency to withdraw into our limited en- diminutive trophy is the inimitable
vironment and after extensive "intra- Dickie Dean who played Teddy Roose"There will be a gigantic era of
communion" we become . such little velt to end all characterizations of the
sport following · the war. The government will take a more active part in
people with smaller interests.
mustached rough rider.
Very different to ''Arsenic and ·01d sports than it ever has before-for it
The forming pJans for the coming
chorus trip are taking on delightfol Lace" is the play now in rehearsal; in foresees an American in the future
shape, more than one radio program is "Family Portrait" we will find a quiet which will have shorter working hours
planned during the three or four days worthwhile entertainment and senti- and many more hours of leisure for its
our. Former students located at the ment we will remember long after T. people.-The Bray.
places to be visited are in charge of Roosevelt is entirely unknown.
"Near Niagara Falls in Ontario is an
In "Family Portrait" with its many
plans at their respective localities. If .
epitaph which reads: 'Here I lie beminor roles, we wish to remind those
the way the full chorus is rehearsing is
tween two of the best women in ,the
taking them of what we used to hear
any indication, the audiences should be
world, my wives, but I have requested
very pleased. The Kentucky mountain Mrs. Armstrong say "Theirs are no
my relatives · t0 tip me a little toward
song "Madam, I have Come A-court- small roles; there may be little actors,
Tillie'."~The Babbler.
ing" gave the new members a thrill
but no little roles."

Backstage

.............................________________

~~~~~J
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SOCIETY and CLUBS
Sophomores Make
Plans for Project

Former Lipscomb students elected
Harold Holland president when they
met to organize the Lipscomb Club.
Other officers are C. W . Bradley, vice
president, and Eleanor Goodpasture,
secretary-treasurer. Leonard Kirk was
chosen to be sponsor.
Although Lipscomb alumni at Harding have formed clubs in rhe past,
there was not one on the campus last
year.

Members of the sophomore class met
Tuesday afternoon to discuss plans for
the class project. Several ideas were
submitted and a committee consisting
of Evan Ulrey, Hershell Dyer, Jeanne
Chauteau, Mildred Chapman, Harriett
Lawrence, and Clovis Crawford was
chosen by the presiden t, Virgil Lawyer.
The committee met Saturday morning
to discuss more thoroughly those plans
suggested by he class as a whole.
The class was urged to attend the
basketball games and give the sports
season plenty of zest.

·L AWRENCE AND HOGAN
VISIT FRIENDS HERE
T-Cpl. Herbert Lawrence, form-er
student of this institution, is now visiting his sister and other friends on the
campus.
Herbert attended Harding the last
three years, leaving for the army May
11, 1943. He received his basic training with the Army Service Forces Replacement Training Center, Camp Maxey, Texas, then was transferred to the
Field Artillery, Observation Squadron
at Fort Riley, Kansas.
When questioned about army life, he
replied, "I like it fine, but Kansas
surely is cold, and I have to study too
much trig."
On returnieg to camp, Herbert expects to be sent to school at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma.
Pvt. Paul Hogan, Camp Fanning,
Tex., is visiting his mother and friends
here. Paul attended Harding several
years and was an outstanding high
school student.
---0-

LAMBDA SIGMAS MEET
The Lambda Sigmas met in room
120 of the boys' building Friday night.
Most of the time was spent in appointing committees to determine duties of
·the many who were late. Joe Wooten,
Douglas Gunselman, Loyd Collier and
John Summitt served the . group pop
corn and hot chocolate.
---0-

Ex-student Writes

•
•

Maxyne Lambert was called home
last week because of the death of her
grandmother, Mrs. Mary E. Summitt,
at Cardwell, Missouri.

Lipscomb Students
Meet and Elect

Continued from Page 1
The victim was Lady Beecham, the
recently divorced wife of Sir Thomaas
Beecham, conductor of the London
Symphony. He is now on tour of the
U. S. with his new wife, who is his
concert pianist... . . . . .
Her country manor house was quite
a distance out. We finally arrived,
after a series of gates, into her yard .
The manor was huge and rambling,
having been built in the fourteenth
century.
Lady Beecham met us at the door.
She was dressed in a powder blue flannel coat suit. She was well in her late
fifties or .early sixties; she looked every
moment of it also.
The large do~r she opened swung
into a huge hall with a stairway leading to the second floor. The hall was
lighted with flickering candles which
played a weird shadow pattern on the
ancient walls. The hall was lined with
old sabers, battle-axes, etc. In one corner was a large brass cymbal which
some of us hit in some way while entering · and a vibrating bong reached
every fissure of the hall.
From the hall we went into a huge
room. The small fire in the fireplace
was dwarfed by the surroundings. I
could have walked into the fireplace
without bending much. The fire was
being guarded by a very large Great
Dane whose size was very fitting to the
other. surroundings.
We gathered around the fire and
sang several carols which her ladyship
liked very much. After the carols, . she
told us the history of the room which
we wer in-in brief, 'The Taming of
the Shrew" was written in the very
room in which we were standing. The
bay was there in which the bed stood,
and the door through which the shrew,
Catherine, was carried out. .It was

really amazing to be standing in the
same room where Shakespeare had set
one of his plays.
From the big room, we went to the
dining room. There was a table there ·
at which she had accommodated as
many as one hundred guests. All rhe
walls were covered wirh oil paintings
and tapestry, but I was too busy to take
too much notice of those things.
In her French room, there was one
~handelier for which she paid 30,000
pounds, which amounts to about
$120,000 . . . . . .
We went to the drawing room and
sang some more. The drawing room
was tliie most livable place in the whole
manor. It was lighted by gas lamps.
We did not get to go in the private
chapel upstairs. Virginia told me that
she had seen it and it was beauiful.
She also old of a priest who had been
murdered rhere and one could still see
the blood stains on the aged floor.
We came back through the old halls
and left the Lady standing in the doorway silhouetted by the dim light.
The next day Mac and I spent wandering over Stratford looking at the
old building~ with middle age spreads.
Actually, the buildings bulge and look
as though they may cave in at any
moment, but what wouldn't after six
or seven hundred years!
The homes of Shakespeare and Anne
Hathaway were very pretty and quaint.

Helen Summitt spent the week-end
at her home in Cardwell, Missouri.
Dorothy Ray, Mrs. Chandler, Richard Chandler, Bonnie Sue Chandler,
and Sydney Roper spent Saturday in
Little Rock.
Julia Trahum visited last week-end
with her uncle of Bauxite, Arkansas.

.

Rosemary Pledger went to her home
at Bee Branch, this week-end. Geraleen Rotth went to Judsonia to spend
the week-end with hher parents.
Emalene Alexander of Detroit, Michigan, arrived Saturday morning to stay
until Tuesday. Emalene was a student
of the college last year-a Ju '"Go Ju,
member of the girls' trio, and popular
among he students because of her fiery
pep.
I especially liked rhe little windows in
the upper story of Anne Hathaway's
cottage. They were just like eyes-the
thatched roof forming the brows.

IN HARDING
By JOYCE BLACKBUR.\I
i~~~!

"Mr. Nursie, Mr. Nursie." How
many times have we on the campus
heard that call and seen rhe little
brown-haired husband run! Yes, "Mr.
Nursie" is the husband of the college
nurse and is perhaps better known, by
the officials anyway, as Mr. Walter
Larkins.
Walter was born in Franklin,., Tennessee but received most of his education at the Tilden Technical high
school in Chicago, Illinois, where there
was an enrollment of five thousand
boys. In high school he was a member
of the Honor Society and alderman of
his senior class.
Sometime between the day he graduated from high school and the day he
enrolled in college he was married to
"Mrs. Nursie." Now just how much
that has changed his life or his plans
for the future I don't know but it does
seem that he has learned quite a bit

We spent quite some time walking
on ancient paths along the River Avon
which would correspond to the little
Red at Bee Rock.
Love,
Adrian.

COMPLIMENTS
-OF-

White County
Water Co.

DR. T. J. FORD
Dentist

I

he made some great achievements.
Among them is one of the highest
honors one can receive-being included
in "Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities. This year he is president of the Alpha Honor Society, the
teacher in college first-year Greek, and
religious editor of the Petit Jean.
Walter will support

anything

that

W hen asked what he considered his
most outstanding accomplishment he
readily replied, "finding the best girl in
the world." His hobby is making home
movies. B ut along with his virtues
Walter has his faults for he doesn't
like to get up in th; morning.
W alter is preparing
istry.
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LUMBER CO.
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ANTIQUES
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Welcome Students

Compliments

BRADLEY'S

SMITH

BARBER SHOP
West Market Street
Haircuts 35c
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ROBBINS-SANFORD MERC. CO.

Have a "Coke"= Come, be blessed and be happy
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BUFORD'S
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THE PLACE TO PAUSE

, , . from Idaho .to

College Inn

BERRY
Barber Shop

-SUNDRIES-SCHOOL SUPPLIES-

218 West Arch

-SODAS-SANDWICHES-

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Arkansas

Mrs. T. J. Traylor, Mgr.

Appred.Hes Your Trade

I

•

,

Iceland

Have a "<Ake", says the Am,erican soldier in Iceland, a nd in t h ree
words he has made a friend. It works in Reykj avic as it d oes · in
Rochester. Be sure you have Coca-Cola in your icebox at ho me.
'Round the globe, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes
-has become the ice-breaker between kindly-minded strangers.

THE

min-

EY ES TESTED

SECURITY
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KROH'S

In 1939 Walter made his grand entrance on the cam pus as a freshman.
Besides being a "nut in first aid class"

his class undertakes. At rhc basketball
games you will always see him rhere
yelling fo r the seniors.
When the
Petit Jean staff needs a new idea Walter
is always available with something useful. I am not a poet but I like to
compare him to a bird- always flitting
about with that broad smile and helping hand .

Above Bank of Searcy

~$833888883~~8883888388~

STERLING'S
5 and 10 STORE

about rhe nursing profession.
Especially this . winter when the flu has
been so prevalent you could see him
carrying trays to rhe sick.

WHO'S WHO

BONNIE BERGNER, Editor

,
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It' s natura l for popular names
to acquire friendly abbreviat ious. That's why you hear
Coca-Cola called " Coke"
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Looking 'em Over
By VIRGIL LAWYER

- - ---- - -- -- -

-·-- -- - -- - - - - --·-- -- - -- - - - -

The intramural basketball season
finds itself half over this week. So far
the games, with an exception of two,
have been very close.
In the girls' division the freshmen
are out in front with three wins and
no losses. They had to exert the best
they had in them to defeat the juniors
last Friday night. AU spectators will
agree that this game was he best of the
season.

SENIORS-JUNIORS, 27-17
Harding's annual intramural season
got off to a good start last Monday with
the junior boys bowing in humble defeat to the seniors.
The seniors, led by Kermit Ary, took
the lead after the first few minutes of
play and were never headed. Ary was
helped by the accurate shooting of Eddie Shewmaker, who zipped the ball
through the hoop for a total of four
field goals and one foul shot, making a
total of nine points. Kermit Ary was
high point man of the game, however;
with five field goals and two charity
shots for a sum of twelve points.
The juniors' main weakness seemed
to be their lack of experienced players,
but their spirit was unconquerable and
they continued making it a good game
until the final whistle blew.
Neal Watson led the losers with two
field goals and a free shot for a total
of five points.
There was a total of seventeen fouls
The
committed during the game.
juniors fouled nine times and the seniors eight. 'fhe juniors made six out
of eight while the seniors only made
three out of nine.

In the boys' division we find the
sophomore boys on top with three wins
and. no losses. They were in jeopardy
their first game, however, when they
played the freshmen and only beat them
by two points. The seniors with two
wins and one loss follow the sophomores. The season is not over yet,
however, and a lot can happen in the
next week.

excellent floor work.
The sophs kept their goal well guarded, so there naturally arose several
looping shots from 'way out in the middle at the hands of the striving seniors.
Eddie Shewmaker turned in a nice
piece of smooth guarding for his team.
---<>---

FRESHMEN-JUNIORS, 41-32
The freshmen took their first win of
the season last Wednesday night by
downing the junior team 41 to 32. The
freshmen took the lead at the beginning and held it throughout the game.
Their second team played the entire
third quarter.
A. G. Johnson was high scorer for
the game with a total of 15 points
made on seven field goals and one free
throw.
He was followed by Neal Watson of
the juniors who made six field goals
for a total of rweTve points.
There was a total of tweny fouls
made in he game and the freshmen
committed thirteen of the twenty fouls.
The juniors made four of heir thirteen
chances. Both teams had the fighting
spirit and kept the game interesting at
all times.
-0--

----0-

SOPHOMORES-FRESHMEN
27-25
An early scoring spree, with John
Cannon and Clovis Crawford setting the
pace, put the sophomores ahead in the
first frame of the game. Then the lead
increased to fifteen points by half-time,
the score being 23 to 8. It looked like
The
a runaway for the soph lads.
short -end of the score was evidence
enough that A . G. Johnson and his cohorts couldn't sift through an effective
zone defense set up by a determined
sophomore team.
However, the last half was by far a ·
different tale. The sophs' zone defense
was cracked and once cracked it failed
to furnish a sufficient barrier for the
frosh for the remainder of the game.
Johnson and teammates began to
pour the points through the hoop, and
as the score indicates, they were only
little short of overcoming an everpresent soph lead at the final whistle.
The freshmen even set up a modified
zone defense of their own that allowed
the sophemores only two field goals
rhe entire last half of the game.
Johnny Cannon and Clovis Crawford were the spark plugs of the soph
offense with each chalking up five field
goals for ten points. The sophs' defense proved to be something new and
was difficult to break.
A. G. Johnson canned seven field
goals and dropped in a single charity
toss for fifteen points and scoring
honors. Colis Campbell followed him
with another eight points for the frosh.

---o--SOPHOMORES-SENIORS,
42-15
The · ha.rd-hitting sophomore cagers
added another scalp to their collection
Wednesday afternoon- by steaming out
the seniors in a wild and wooly contest.
Fouls were plentiful.
The seniors started slowly as usual,
and failed to get out of low gear.
Shots weren't followed up well and an
alert hunch of sophs were constantly on
hand to take the leather sphere off the
backboard. Point for point, Captain
Kermit Ary was 'practically the whole
story for his team, scoring eleven out
of their fifteen points. However, one
of these goals was a (lukey affair in
that John Cannon, soph forward, tipped
the ball in the wrong goal.
Sophomore pl~y was characterized by
good follow-up shots, and Clovis Crawford was not to be sneezed at on this
job. The soph guards displayed some

SENIORS..FRESHMEN, 27-25
The seniors proved to the freshmen
that they are superior to them in basThe freshmen were rated
ketball.
heavily to win but were stopped cold
by the seniors who had ideas of their
own as to who should win.
Kermit Ary played one of his 'best
games of the season. He hit four shots
from the center of the cpurt, and with
two setups and seven free throws, gave
him a total of nineteen points.
Johnson, captain of the freshman
team, led his team with a total of
eleven points on five field goals and
one charity shot.
The freshmen led up until the close
of the game and then Ary, captain of
the senior team, began to show his
teammates how to play ball.
He made three long shots and this
brought them up even with the freshmen, the score being 25 to 25 with
only 50 seconds remaining to play.
The seniors were in possession of the
ball and Ary took the ball at center
and dropped it clearly through the
hoop and a few seconds later the whistle sounded ending the game with the
seniors winning an upset victory 27
to 25 .
----<>---

SOPHOMORES-JUNIORS,
29-15
The Sophomores trampled the junior
team Friday night, plastering another
defeat upon them to the tune of 29-15 .
The juniors looked much better than
the score would show in that they held
the mighty Sophs to 29 points. This
was partially due to the fact, however,
that the second-year men played four
substitutes for the entire third quarter.
Bad passing and no passing at all
on the part of the junior team robbed
them of several prospective goals,
whereas the sophomore lRds passed well
almost at will. Their zone defense

.............,,,,,,,,,,,
DR. R. W. TOLER
Dentist

never allowed the juniors a close-in
shot.
Lanky center, Bill Smith of the
sophs was right in there o~ offensive
play and rolled up twelve poin~ to hi11
credit for scoring honors. Johnny Cannon followed closely with eleven markers.
George Tipps, Jr., captain, led his
team in good floor work and some long
field goals. But his team just couldn't
seem to check and back him up.
Fouls were frequent and junior center Wyatt Sawyer fouled out, but because the juniors had no substitutes he
was allowed to remain in the game.

JUNIORS-SENIORS, 60-30
The junior girls lost no time Tuesday
night in rushing their supposedly superiors off their feet and plastering
them with a 60 to 30 defeat.
It was the juniors' game all the way
with fleet, little Carmen Price making
a total of thirty-one points, one more
She made
than the senior team.
fourteen field goals and three free
throws.
Ruby Jean Wesson followed Carmen
with nine field goals and one free shot
for a total of nineteen points. Ann
Richmond made ten points, all on field
goals. It wasn't all the juniors' offense,
however, that gave them the victory.
Their guards demonsrated some excellent guarding. The seniors showed
spunk but lacked the ability to stop the
juniors' offense.
Mary Carroll and
Annette Burford shared honors for the
seniors with both girls making thirteen
points each. Both made six field goals
and one free shot.
The game was exceptionally clean,
eleven fouls being called for the entire
game. The seniors were guilty of seven
of these and the juniors four.
-<>---

Burford led the senior team with
smooth floor work. Burton, a high
school girl substituting for the seniors,
held scoring honors with two field
goals · and two 'free · throws · for a total
of six points. Blackburn, senior captain, led . her guards in defensive plays.
Carroll, senior forward, was unable to
play because of a spraioe ankle.
Lawrence, sophomore forward, played
a hard, fast game, with Chouteau doing
her bit by talcing the ball off the backboard. Welsh and Massey, sophomore
captain, held their opponents' scoring
down. They played forward at first,
then switched to guard posiions.
Colis Campbell and Virgil Lawyer,
officials, were busr keeping the ball in
play because both teams were very
anxious to win and it was anyone's
game to the last minute.
---<>-

FRESHMEN-JUNIORS, 46-40

By VIRGIL LAWYER
The junior girls who were rated at
the first of the season to win, lost their
first game of the season to the freshman girls. The freshmen trailed most
of the first half but at the last half were
tied 2 5 and 25 with the juniors.
From the time the whistle blew starting the second half the freshmen took
the lead and were never headed.
Carmen Price, junior forward, won
honors for the game with 2 7 points.
The freshmen held her out from the
basket, however, and most of her shots
were made from long range.
McCaslin, tall forward of the .freshman team, exhibited some excellent
setup shots. Her fast, shifty pivoting
and accurae shots kept her earn in the
lead most of the time.
The game was the best girls' game of
the season and a large crowd was present to cheer their teams on to victory.
There were a total of nineteen fouls
amassed during the game. The freshJUNIORS-SOPHOMORES
. men foult>:d twelve times while the
40-20
'
juniors fouled seven. The freshmen
By VIRGIL LAWYER
made two shots out of their seven while
The juniors took their second game
the juniors made five out of twelve.
in arow last Thursday aft_ernoon when
--0they defeated the sophomore girls 40
to 20.
·
Carmen Price, speedy junior forward,
Continued from Page l
who usually scores above twenty points
said, "Oh look at the moon rising."
in every game, was the leading scorer
She was looking at the courthouse
with a total of twenty-seven points.
clock. Moons don't usually have numThe sophomores couldn't guard her fast
bers on them, Nelda.
pivot breaks which generally put her
-()-under the basket in scoring position.
Monroe Hawley strolled down the
She made eleven field goals and five
hall in the boys' dormitory rather late
free tosses for hsr total. Wesson was
one night and ran into a group of
second high scorer for the game with
boys in a big discussion.
five field goals and one free throw for
"O. K., boys," said Monroe, "break
eleven points.
it up--break it up."

'Round Here

Welch, sophomore forward, led her
team with a total of eight points, all
coming from field goals. The sophomore girls were outclassed all the way
and never gave the juniors any trouble.
There were twenrythree fouls committed in the game. The sophomores
fouled 14 times and the juniors nine.
times. The juniors made nine out of
their fourteen tries while the sophomores made four out of nine.
---<>-
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OPTOMETRI S T AND JEWELER
West Side of Court Square
Phone 225

We're Here To Give

SERVI"CE -- EFFICIENCY -- QUALITY

i

and

DRY CLEANING PLANT

I

WESTERN
AUTO STORE
215 West Arch
Phone 30

s-"1~-1
2S to 40 Per Cent
-oOo--

ON YOUR FIRE, TORNADO, AND

I

Neal Pee les
Local Agent

LEWIS AND NORWOOD, General Agents

and
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408 Exchange Bldg.
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MAYFAIR HOTEL
COFFEE SHOP

I
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Compliments of

In a surpr ise game of the season the
senior girls defeated the sophomore
girls. Both teams played a defensive
game with the final scores only 14-11.

Harding College Laundry

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

SENIORS-SOPHOMORES,
14-11

the fir st and third Sundays and at Forrest City every Sunday afernoon;
George Tipps goes o Williford the first
Sunday, Formosa the third and Damascus the fourth; Bill Smith has appointments at McCrory the first Sunday, Remmel the second and fourth
Sundays and Avergne the third Sundays.
Lloyd Wheeler goes to Velvet Ridge
and Lloyd Collier to Glenwood every
first Sunday and Joe Wooten preaches
a.t Calvin every second Sunday. Bob
Hawkins preaches at Greenway, Hankins and Gardneck the first, second and
fourth Sundays, respectively, and Neai
Watson preaches at Liberty the secon·1
Sunday and El Paso he first and thirJ
Sundays.
Professor S. A. Bell preaches at
Lonoke the second and fourth Sundays
and at Tupelo the third Sunday; Dr.
Frank Rhodes preaches at Alma, Portia
and Shirley the first , second and third
Sundays, respectively.

.
Continued from Pa&e 1
preaches at Greenway, Piggott an(
Pleasant Valley the first Sundays and
at Biggers the third Sunday.
Joe Cannon goes to Auverne and
Horseshoe the second and fourth Sundays; C. W. Bradley preaches at Friendship the second Sunday and . Oxford
the third Sunday; Clinton Rutherford
preaches at Arnold the fourth Sunday.
Every second Sunday, Virgil Lawyer
preaches at Sweet Spring; the first Sunday, T. Coy Porter preaches at Pleasant
Valley and Harold Holland goes to
Wheeling the first Sunday and Evening
Shade the third Sunday.
Keith Swim goes to Piggott, Greenway and Pleasant Valley the first Sun- ·
days, Lake City the third and McFad- r
den the fourth; John Cannon preaches
at Bee Branch the second and Harmony the fourth Sundays and Frank
Curtis preaches at Kensett the first, sec- ,
ond and third Sundays and at Bald
Knob the fourth Sunday.
Professor C. F. Davidson works with
Dale Larsen preaches to the congrethe Searcy congregation every Sunday.
gations at Salem the .first and third
Sundays and at West Plains, Missouri,
Glad You' re Back, Harding
the second and fourth Sundays; Hershel Dyer preaches at DeValls Bluff,
Call or see me for your
Alicia, Reyno and Alicia the first sec- '
FLOWER NEEDS
ond, third and fourth Sundays, re;pectively..
l'
Keuh Coleman preaches at Marianna

Dr. Frank Rhodes stepped out of the
midst of the group and said, "Well,
guess I'd better go home."

Little Rock, Arkansas
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YOU' LL BE TREATED RIGHT

CROOK'S DRUG STORE
"The Rexall Store"
Phone 500

Wats n's
--oOo-

THERE ARE TWO THINGS WE WANT
- - oOo-----

SNAPSHOTS - - FINAL PAYMEN1S
- -oOo--

HAS THOSE THINGS

COLLEGE STUDENTS
NEED
THOSE THINGS FOUND
AT

We Can Then Give You a

--oOo--
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Preachers' Appointments

BIG.OER, BETTER, QUICKER

Petit Jean!!!

Watson's

..

